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For a week every summer for the last 25 years, millions have been glued to their TV screens,

mesmerized by Discovery Channel's Shark Week programming. THE BIG BOOK OF SHARKS

captures the excitement of Shark Week between 2 covers-with spectacular photos, intense stories,

and endlessly fascinating information about these mysterious and deadly creatures. From terrifying

Great Whites to bizarre Goblin Sharks to rare pre-historic species, every page features jawdropping

photography and amazing revelations about shark extremes, behavior, attacks, and more. Five

pull-out posters complete the package for shark fans of all ages.
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I bought this for my daughter. She is really into animals and hopes to be a Vet when she gets older.

She loves the pictures in this book and the fact that they give free posters. If you are into sharks or

animals I would recommend this book.

This book is a perfect addition to my shark collection. I love having something that allows me a

simple way to show kids why sharks rule. The pictures inside a great and bold plus the book is not

so wordy that it makes it easy to share with a small child. This book will be used a lot in my house

thanks to our shark week traditions!



I ordered this for my 4 year old daughter who loves sharks, and we've had an excellent time going

through the book and reading all of the information and looking at the beautiful information. I'm

really happy with this product.

I have twin 8 year old daughters who just love this book. It has so much information in it and keep's

their attention. It also has great posters you can cut out and put on your wall. For any child (or even

adult) shark enthusiast, this book is for you!

My son is 5 years old and he absolutely loves this book! And the shark posters included. He is

excited to decorate his walls with his new favorite animal. Nonfiction is the way to go with early

learners

This book was loaded with information and the imagery was fantastic. My grandson is really

enjoying it. Also, there were 5 (FIVE) posters inside, fit for framing! Thank you Discovery Channel!

My 7 tear old nephews loved this for Christmas. It is detailed enough for them and they look at it

over and over again. They like facts and figures about sharks and read out loud with this so we are

all learning. I would highly recommend this foe education and fun!

I ordered this as a Christmas gift for my eight year old cousin. He's obsessed with sharks and loves

to tell me facts about them. I thought this book was a little "wordy" for his age, but I think he still

enjoyed the colorful pictures and posters included.i would recommend this product.
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